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Question: 1 
Family structure and interaction assume cardinal functions in the social 

control theories and delinquency. However, myriad factors are assimilated 

with family configuration and criminal behavior and consequently folk’s 

relations and felony. Akers R. L. (1998). Family interface dynamics include; 

management and control, character prop up, compassionate and 

dependence cherished communiqué, influential communication, parental 

condemnation of peers and variance, these factors have the equivalent 

upshots on crime in both-parents. Akers R. L. (1998). 

Paucity or stumpy proceed echelon is a prime factor that puts more 

emphasis as a primary illustration for criminal traits. Research findings have 

shown that scarcity is the genesis to most unsociable performances. Akers R.

L. (1998). 

In the regard to the family constitution, dealings by particular family 

members influence the functional dimensions of others. According to 

research findings a member’s initiative about the well being of other 

member of the family presents with each other an element of safety in 

opposition to catastrophes, thus, extend beyond acquaintances. Akers R. L. 

(1998). 

Whereas a pattern of asymmetric consideration is evident between parents 

and children; thus parent’s value meaning incorporate the children’s 

expenditure as well their own, the child’s convenience utility is purely 

centered on the child’s using up. This structure leads to an off the wall child 
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philosophy, thus if the parent is adequately compassionate in the direction of

his or her child, both the parent and the child are comfortable. 

This finding supports the proposal that self-sacrifice benefits two parties (the

addressee as well as the bringer). Akers, R. L. (1989). Family unit is an 

integral aspect for the development of children. In the event that interaction 

between parent and child vanishes through a divorce, the absence of one 

parent i. e. the father may upshot in the parent’s goodwill for the child to cry 

off from what would be if not. 

If the cry off is adequate, the child acknowledges the repercussion and 

advance to a more selfish verdict and both the parents and the child stand to

loose. The rationale here underscores the fact that augmented philanthropy 

promotes good actions even on the part of a egoistically aggravated child 

while curtailed or deprived of selflessness enhances poor behavior. Akers, R. 

L. (1989). 

Question 2 
When children become naughty, parents have been viewed as the line of 

control. Nonetheless, antagonism and resistance in children has been 

inspected as the lack of obedience. On the extreme hand, heavy-handed 

parenthood has witnessed the production of belligerent insubordinate and 

unfriendliness offspring. Research findings support the argument that poor 

parenting is a concrete impetus that has brought about the development of 

delinquent children’s. 

According to the social hypothesis, the connection progression, Baumrinds 

constituents of precious parenting and typologies that contents the most 
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profound parenting is the convincing of parents and reaction and 

demandingness. Based on the self control theory, if a child fails to develop 

self control by the age of 10 years they often don’t acquire it. Akers, R. L. 

(1989). 

Question 3 
Akers’ social learning theory is a cluster of the learning point of view of 

criminology that has been influenced by chronological collective and 

opinionated circumstances. Akers theory is mostly applied to characters 

within a certain group from which the underpinning is due; these include a 

bunch of criminals, peer stratums or communal stratums. Smoking within the

puberty age bracket is one of the deviant traits that Ronald Aker (1985) 

debate about. 

The social erudition theory digs out concrete facts as to why puberty 

enhances the smoking habits but is not in a position to explain the genesis of

the behavior. Ronald Aker (1989) successive study of alcohol features among

the aged illustrate the fact that mature drinking and puberty drinking tag 

along similar conduits of customs and group performance. 

Question 4 
The control theory unlike the learning theory is centered on issues that 

appertain to why persons kowtow in a given society (Hirschi 1969). The 

social control theory presumes that fastidious persons are mingled fittingly in

a civilization, while others are not; conversely, the discrepancy is brought 

about by how persons socialize not to break the law. According to the Social 

Learning theory, conventionality is affiliated to the “ attachments” structured

by children that help to reroute them from nonstandard manners. 
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These unions incorporate affection, participation and the principle system. In 

a nut shell this amalgamation maintains the puberty and a section of the 

wider society concerned. Inadequate socialization exhibited by a child in 

form of weakened links of caucus is known as broken bond theory. 

Nonetheless, failed to bond theory is another twist of the social control 

theory that depicts an outright lack of attachment to others and to 

compliance that leads to character deviance. Akers, R. L. (1989). 

Question 5 
Respondent learning is typically a behavioral type of learning. Persons as 

well as animals conditioned this way don’t learn consciously the association 

flanked by stimuli and responses, but, since the pairings happen repeatedly, 

the conditioned stimulus elicits the conditioned response unconsciously. 

In most cases, the rejoinders are not automated; however distinctive results 

do induce the animals or humans to repeat the behavior while divergent 

outcomes cause them not to repeat the behavior. Behavioral theorists in this

case hold the view that distinct psychological disorders lead to respondent 

conditioning. Watson’s experiment on Albert illustrated that phobias could be

learnt by means of combining a neutral and a harmless stimulus with an 

unconditionally frightening event, hence bringing about the association of 

fear with a harmless stimulus. Akers, R. L. (1989). 
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